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SUMMARY
The solutions corresponding to the reflection of a centaed simple
wave along a straight wall.and along a free stresmiltieof constant pres-
sure are formulated in mathematical terms and expressed b terms of a
Fourier transform. It is shown that these solutions are simply related
to some important solutions arising in the theory of linear psrtia.1
differential equations. Moreovez, it is found that the classical prop-
erties of these flows are closely related to some important theoras
predicting “a priori bounds” for special mathematical probl~, in such
a way that it can be said that these properties are a physical int~-
pretation of those theorems. Finally, it is pointed out briefly that
these results lead also to some interesting observations concerntig the
mathematical theory of positive definite functions.
INIRODTX7FION
This paper is concerned with two simple and fundamental.notions.
The first is the “centered simple wave” or “Prandtl-Meyer corn= flow”
and its reflections along a stiaight wall or a free streamline of constant
pressure. TMs is a problm of fyeat @ortance in the two-dimensional
supersonic-flowtheory (ref. 1), sad the following qualitative result
is very classical: An expansion simple wave is reflected as an expsmsion
wave by a straightwall but reflect+ as a compression wave by a free
streamline of constant pressure. Howev=, it does not seem that any
attempt has been made so fsr to give a mathematical formulation to this
problem. It will be shown that these “elementary titeractions” are
closely related to some important solutions of the linesr partial differ-
ential equation which is satisfi~ by the stream function when the
hodograph methcxliS used.
The second notion considaed in this paper is the so-caXled maximum
theorem, or more precisely “a priori estimate,” for some specific problas
related to a partial differential equation of the hypmbolic type. More
precisely, the paper of 13ers(ref. 2) devoted to the Cauchy problem
is referred to, in which very simple bounds for the solution have been
given. Consideration is also given to the maximum theorm relative to
—___ _ -.— .. .
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another type of boundary-value problem, which has been formulated in a
special case in ref~ence 3 snd under much more g~~al conditions in
reference 4 by @non, Nir@erg, and Protter. It is possible to show L
that a physical int~retation can be attached to these results by con-
sidering the elementary interactions previously mentioned. Moreover, it
will be seen that some of the statements cam be somewhat hproved.
Finally, the relation between these results and the mathematical theory
of positive definite functions will be pointed out, and this relation
seems to lead to new results in this mathematical field.
‘Rds work was conductd at Brown Ihiversi& uuder the
and with the financial assistance of &e National Advisory
Aeronautics.
SYMBOLS
t =-tamp
X,Y
1
a
e
IJ
Fowier transform of s(e,a,q)
doubletat (3= Osnd a= al
Fowi~ transform of d e,a,al( )
deftied by equation (7)
Mach number
mass flow, pq
magnitude of veloci~ vector
polar coordinates in physical.plane
source ate= Oanda = U1
sponsorship
Committee for
.1
(q s 0)
Cartesian coordhates in physicsl ~lane
dual vsriable of e associat~ in Fouri~ tiansform
angle of velocity vector with X-&is
&ch angle
.
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ner
the
density
reduced speed, defjned by equation (~)
veloci~ potential
stresm function
GENERAL EQUATIONS
.
Consider a uniform sup-sonic steady flow deflected along the cor-
X’oz in sketch 1. As is known, a shple wave cent=ed in O follows
‘+
I
I
=1
Sketch I
UnifOrm flow. The velocity vector is constant along any ray stsrting
from O. In the physical plane the polar coordinates (origin 0)- r smd
u will be introduced. Denote the magnitude of the velocity vector by q,
its angle with OX by El,the density by p, the mass flow by M = pq,
the Mach ntier by M, the Mach angle by p, and the stresm function by
~. Inside the simple wave p, q, m, M, and IL are functions of u
alone. The rays are characteristic lines and consequently make the
angle p with the streamlines. Then it is possible to write
*= Cmrsinp (1)
‘where C is a nunerical constant, or
.
(2) “
.
—.. —-.—. ___-——.—.——__ . ..__ ._
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Now, according to the definition of the lkch angle V, along a streamline “
ar ‘J
—=-cotpdu
.
r
@ along a c~inear chmacteristic
&r
— = -cot 2p am
r
As a result, by writing equation (2) along a stiesmline, it is found that
$$+cot@. cot@D
and, along a curvilinear chmacteristic,
$ = (cot I.1- cot 2p) a.m (3) “
Let t =
t2
tanp ma cot 21.1=* and equation (3) can be rewritten
as
l+tab=—
2t
(4)
This relation gives the value of ~ along a curvilinear characteristic
of the simple wave. Now recall some classical material on the hodograph
method. A more convenient variable u is i.ntioducedinstead of q,
defined by
u=
f
;dq ‘
9.
if the sonic speed is taken as the unit speed. Then it can be shown
(ref. 5) that, whm expressed in the hodograph variables u and 0,
the velocity potential q and the stream function ~ of any flow
satis~ the system.l
(5)
(6)
‘Subscripts me used for partial derivatives.
.
)
.
———
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where
,
1-R
k(u) =—
~2
Then * is a solution of
(7)
(8)
Notice that k(a) has the sign of U. TO every solution of equation (8)
there corresponds a flow in the physicsl plane,
given by integration of the exact differential
(dX+idY=exp(iO)~+i
the correspondence being
(9)
Equation (4) may nowbe written in terms of this notation. l?&st of all,
for supersonic flow or for a ne@3tive,
k(u) = -,-%-2
Now
at
—=
au
(l+t~)g=
-*[P. (V=+ P(V=).] (lo)
The qusnti~ p~ may be computed from the BernoulJ3.equation
,M?dqi-qd, =O
which shows, taldng account of equations (~) and
,a = # = 1- k(a)p2
Thus equation (10) becomes
(7), tit
(U)
l+t2d~
__=-1-W’2Jm)u
2t da 2P 2G
(u?)
The simple wave
which de = ~
tion (4) gives
which has been considered is mapp~ on a line along
da. On the other lmnd, obvfously o = (3+ v. Equa-
— —. — —
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d~ l+t2d0+dp
—=— —=
~ da 2t da
+d2WJ!2
2P.
~ (-k)~
= -4 (-k)
The following theor~ is thus obtain~:
Theorem 1: The value of the stieam function along a curvilhesx
characteristic of a cent~ed s~le wave is given by
(13)
.
where C is a mnnerical constant.
REFLECTION OF A SIMPLE WAVE KU3NG A WALL
Consid= the reflection of the centered shuple wave along a wall
psrsllel to the X-is (sketch 1). The velocity of the originally
uniform sup~sonic flow is assumed to correspond to the value u. of
the variable u (U. is negative). llbi.sflow remati uniform ~tfl it
reaches the characteristic OA. Denote by AMB the cu7xUinear character-
istic of the simple wave which passes through A; it is destied to
deftie ~ in the region ABC. Without any loss of genffali~, it can
be assumed that ~ = 1 on the wall. In the hodograph plane FJO, ~ is
a solution of equation (8) which is equal to 1 on AC and, according to
[1k(d
-1/4
equation (13), to h(u) = — on AMB. Applying a symmetn?y
k(a)
argment in the eu-plane with respect to the u-axis, which corresponds
to a symnetry condition with respect to the wall in the physical plane,
a solution of equation (8) must be found with the two boundary conditions
..— —
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.
along the characteristicsAB and AB’ (sketch 2),
!.,
y = h(a) dOI.lg AB
u
t
~ A
N N’
B
M’
“ c
Sketch 2
This problem will be solved by using a Fouri= transform and it will.be
proved at the ssme time that this solution is closely related to the
Riemann function of equation (8).
Define the Fourier tiansform of ~ by the pati of formulas
J
m
U(CL,U)= ~(f3,u) exp (-2i7ca6)dO.=F(~)
-m
1
(14)
I wV(e,cr) = U(cL,U) exp (2tiaS)da = F-l(U)
-m J
Equation (8) is transformed into the ordinary differential equation
uau - &c2a2k(cr)U= O (15)
—. .- —.- ———- .—. — — .— —. ————— -. . -.—.
—8
Now consider the solution U = H(% Go>a) of equation (15)
the boundsry conditions
( )H Uo,cro,a = 1
%(% Uo)a) = o }
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h
which fliLf~S
(16)
(it is sn entb?e function h a according to Poincsr&’s theorem)
and the solution ~ of equation (8) defti~ by
‘t = @‘[ 1(ire)-%(%qya’) duo (17)
This solution is obtaind by assuming that the integral is to be taken
along a path which follows the real u-sxis but passes below the origin
in order to avoid the pole m = O. It has the followtig properties:
(1) For U= Uo, * is O for 0 negative, * = 2 for 9 positive,
and $0 is equal.to O. Consequently, ~ is identically O in the region
NAB and identically equal to 2 in the region N’AB’.
(2) In order to investigate the properties of $ inside the
region W’, the asymptotic behavior of H as a function of a
large values of Ial must be investigated. The following lams
be proved la.t~:
Lemma 1: For lsrge values of a ,
H(u,uo,a) -h(a) COS %CL (y - Yo)
wh=e y is related to a by
for
will
@ = - ~-k(u) da (y=O for u=O)
(the ssme relation holds between y. and Uo).
Assuming the validity of this kmna, it is clesr that V as defined
by equation (17) is a continuously differential function of 9 and u
inside the region EAB’ which has some discontinuities when crossing the
characteristicsAB and AB’. When e is increasing, $ admits a jump
equal to. h(u) along AB (e +- y - yo=o)and along AB’(e-Y+Yo =0).
Consequently, the function V given by equation (17) is the solution of
the problem because it is the unique continuous solution defined in E/@’
which satisfies the boundaqy conditions along AB and A. B’. ,,
—— -
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Now the relation between this solution
remains to be shown. It was shown (ref. 6)
.r
9
and the Riemann function
that the Riemsmn function
1
for A and a < U. can be defined as -F-4 D U,Uo,aL( )] )where D(uyUo)a
is a solution of equation (15) which satisfies the conditions
D(Uo,rJo,a) = O and Da(uo,uo,a) = 1. It WS dSO shown that if T (u,a)
aud S(u,a) are the solutions of equation (15) which satis~
S(o,a) = o
T(o,a) = 1
Sa(o,a) = 1
Ta(O,a) = O
it is possible to write
D(a,cro,a)= S(a,a)T(ao,a.)- S(Uo,a)T(a,a)
Similarly, one can write
H(a,Uo,a) = )T(L@Sa(Uo,a -
because the right-hand side is a solution
conditions (16). men
S(U,CL)T&Yo,cL)
of equation (15) which satisfies
H(u,uo,a.)= -Dao(u,uo,a) (18)
Taking account
f01.lows:
Thorem 2:
the reflection
is the Riemann
follotig identi~ holds:
of equation (17), this result can be interpreted as
If *(O,U,CJo) is the solution which corresponds to
of a centered simple wave along a wall and R(% ~)0)@
function of the equation (as previously deftied), the
*Q(e,%%) = %o(ed%07uO) (19)
Roof of lemma 1: T5e result of lema 1 is a very classical one. For
brevity, in order to avoid a new proof, it is suggested that equation (I-8)
and the result given in reference 6 be used in order to derive the
required property.
— — ...-— —— . . .. . .. ..— —.. — — .--. — .—— ..——— —.— — — ——
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In the limiting
flow becomes SOIliC .
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case when IS. tends towards O, the given uniform
The function ~ is defined inside the region
bounded by the characteristics OT and OT’ passing through the &igin of
the Oo-plane. It is equal to O on OT and to 2 on OT’, aud its derivative
with respect to f3 is twice the solution previously called (ref6. 3
and 7) the minus~oublet. In this case no disconthuities appear along
the charact~istics OT and OT’.
~ON AND IMPROVEMENT OF BERS‘ ZEEWIEM
The Bers theorem considmed herein is cone-~ with the Cauclw
problem with data on a
nonpositive constant.
T(e) and v(9) being
b a domain PQR, lying
segment PQ of the line a = al, ~ being a-
On PQ it is EW3WI@ that
*(e,al) = T(9)
*a(e,q,) = v(e) I (20) /
lnmwn functions. These data deftie the solwhlon
in the
concurrent charact~ist ics PR
fOllows: ~Otiaed that k(u)
function of a, the solution
P@ the following tiequali~
region u < al and bounded by the two
and QR. I&s’ theorm may be stated as
is an ticreasing,piecewise continuous
~ of the Cauchy problem satisfies in
I*I< M+N(Y9 (Z?l)
101 101where M and N are, respectively, the bounds of T 0 and v 0
on the se~nt PQ.
This theorem may be broken down into two parts: (1) When the special.
case v(e) = O is considered and (2) when T(e) = O. It is obvious that,
according to the lineari@ of the solution with respect to the data,
relation (21) is implied by the results corresponding to the two parts.
Define d (0,U,al) and s(f3,u,al) as the doublet and the source
at e =0 and a= al, that is, the solutions of equation (8) defined
for a<q and for every value of e, so that da(e,q,al) = o
~ s(e,alyal) = O and that the values of d and so slong a = al
reduce to the Dtiac distributions at e = O. Equivalent definitions are
2d and s sre O outside the two charact~istics passing through
.
e =Omd a= u~.
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It will be shown
Theorem 3:
(22)
d(e,a,ul) = @[H~,u~jaj
s(f3,ujal) = F
“l@ajul,a)]
I
that MS’ theorem is implied by the following theorem:
H k(a) is an hneashg, piecewise continuous func-
tion, then d is nonnegative and s, nonpositive.
Assume that this result is true; then am improvement of 13ers1
theorem can be derived immediately. Consider the ftist part, v (0) = O.
The solution is obtain~ as a superposition of doublets. If d is
nonnegative, T(6)>0 implies that *>0. As for T=l SJM3 *=1,
it can be concluded thRt:
If along PQ V(e) = O and M’~T(9)SM,~~~pQR M’<~<M. ~
This is a maximum theorem which gives a slight& more prec-iseresult
than the first part
Sinliluly, if
of the sources. If
V=l, *= U-U1
Of 13ers‘ theorem.
T = O, the solution is obtaind as a superposition
v(e) >0, then ~ < 0. on the oth~ Wd, if
and, consequently:
If along PQ T(e) = O ti N’Sv(9)~N, thenin P@
N(~-afls*5N’(a-crJ. To shrplify the proof of theorm 3
consider the partial statement of theorem 3‘:
Theorem 3‘ : For the class of functions k(a) considered in
theorem 3, d is not negative.
It can be proved that theorem 3 is a direct consequence of theorem 3 t.
Namely, for any U. < al and any IJ~ Uo, F-l P(u, ao,ajl~ O. NOW,
according to equation (18),
~ulH(U,Uo,cL)da. = -D(~,~l,a)
< 0 according to the linearity of the
‘w ‘-’F(”~”@n = ‘(e~”,”l) =
Fourier transform; theorem 3 is therefore a consequence of its first
part (theorem3‘ ) .
—.. .—._ .._
-— ——--—--— —— .. . . —._
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Now, it will be shown that theor~ 3 t - and consequently thepr~ 3
and Bers’ theora - can be interpreted as a direct mathematical conse-
quence of the foXLowing very well known result concerning the reflection
of a shple wave along a straight wall:
An expansion stiple wave is reflected as an expansion wave; b
psrticubr, no Llmittng line can occur in the region whae the reflection
‘iskesplace.
In other
implies, as a
In order
de = e~da
words, my mathauatica.1proof of the pretious statement
particular consequence, the I&s theorem.
to prove this implies.tionnote that, along a characteristic
(e = tl), one has, accordimg to equation (6),
[dq = k(u)~o - da ~] da
=
-e @ d~
and, according to equations (9) and (7),
(
~k+~dX+idY=eq(i(3)d~ -ey-
)
= exp (i9) d~
( )
-& cot a+:
(=’3)
As a result, ~ is a monotonic function along each chsract-istic.
More precisely, along the characteristicsMM’ sad L*L (sketch 2), ~ iS
an increashg function of El. Then *O is positive in E/@’; but
smd this result is equivalent to theora 3‘ .
Two proofs for this theoren will.be outhed briefly. Proof (a) ‘
is a complement of the Bers proof (assuningthe Bers theorem to be
known); proof (b) is a dtiect proof.
—
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Proof (a): Assume the following Cauchy data: V@) = O and
T1(6) = 1 on a segnent PQ of the line a = al and O outside.3 According
to Bers’ theorem, for eva’y u < al the corresponding solution #rl
satisfies -1<$1 <1.
NOW consider $2 corresponding to the data V2(9) = O and
T@ = 1 - Tl; the similar result -1 < *2 <1 is obtatied; but
$1+*2=1. mm 0<*1 <l. Then conkider the case Vo(e) = O
and TO(9) = O for e < 0 and TO(6) = 1 for 9 >1. It must be
proved that for every u < al the correspondhg *O (f3,CT) is a non-
decreasimg function of e. Assume for a moment that the result is
false; then for a = U2 th=e exist two numbers el d ‘2 (el < ‘2)
such that
According to the above relation, $O(e,a) - *o(e + e2 - el,a) iS a
solution of equation (8) which is negative for u = Up and (3= el;
but this function is a particular function V1 consider~ in the
beginning of the proof, and it was shown that $1 is positive. ~US
theorem 3‘ is proved.
Froof (b): Following the method used by Bers, considm first the
case when k(a) is a step function:
%
be
k(a) = %2
being a sequence
proved:
Lemma 2: when
for Un+l < u < an (n=l,2, ...)
of increasing numbers. The following lemma will
k“(u) is such a step function, d(eya,al) is a
positive distribution.
Considerj in this case, H(o,ul,a). For a2 ~ a S al,
H = Cos (~~IJ). Now assume that, for ~+1 S a S an,
%t can be shown that no special difficulties occur on account of
the discontinue@ h T(e).
-_— _______ ...—_ _.. _——_
. .
—.. — .— --—- —.— —
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H =~,n ev? ~%(. - Sp,rl’j+%,.- [-2-%(.- y,.)]Y~,nz ‘
fbjn’ m %,n being suitable real constants, @,n ~ ~,n be-
positive, and x denoting a finite sum. It is easy to show that a
s~mi1ar result holds for %+1 ~ u S %+2, because the function
exp ~ti~(a ~ %1)] (where ~ . +J), a solution of equation (15) b the
strip ~ ~ u ~ %+1, must be conttiud in the strip %+1 ~ a ~ %+2 by
i~’~ - E2k~l(”- ~+$1+
inord-tohaveti %2G5 %+2 a conttiuowly diff=entisble function
with respect to u. The presumed expansion for H is then valid because
~ is ticreas~ ‘with n. It is easy to formulate the corresponding
result in the ea-plane. For ev~ a < ls~, d(e,a,~) 4is a distribtiion
h e which is the sun of a f~te nwnb= of Dtiac distributions with
positive coefficients. The important properlzYthat the coefficients
~,n W ~,n are Tositive iS used here. In other words, in the
eu-plane, for u < al, d is a positive measure equal to O ev~here
except on the singular characteristics shown in sketch 3.
~w
=6
—-—. . ——— —
‘2
——. ——— —
%
Sketch 3 ,
‘For the prop-ties of distributions used in this pap~, see ref~- -
ence 8.
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Now theorem 3‘ is sn imnediate consequence of the following lemma:
Lemma 3: 1% a sequence of increasing step functions ~(u) tends
uniformly toward an increasing, piecewiae continuous function k(u) in
cr2~ u S al, then the distribtiion dotilets ~ (e,U,al) tend toward
( )(d O,cr,crl in the se-e of the theory of distribtiions).
As a result
ular, a positive
the statement of
q%%q) is a positive distribtiion and, in partic-
function when d is a function.~ !l!hisis precisdy
theorem 3‘.
This Mma states the conttiui@ of the solution of the Cauchy prob-
1~ with respect to the coefficients of equation (8) - in fact, here,
the function k(u). .Therestit is a classical one when the data and,
consequently, the corresponding solutions are “regular” enough (one
possible proof is given in ref. 2 as an application of the ~-monogenic-
functions theory). Consid~, for instance, the data T(e) = O for
e < 0 and T(e) = @/p! for e >0 and v(e) .(). me se~ce of
solutions for this problem corresponding to ~(a) temls urdformilyh
every closed stiomain to the solution correspondhg to k(u); but
dn(% u)IJ1) ~ d(e~u}al) are, respectively, the d=ivatives of
order p + 1 of this sequence and its limit. The result of lemma 3
follows accordhg to the continui~ of the diff~entiation in distri-
bution theory and, at the same time, the proof of theorem 3‘ is achieved.
It was noticed above that theorem 3‘ and Ms’ theoren are conse-
quences of the fundamental proper$y of the reflection of a simple wave
along a straight wall. However, it does not seem obvious that the
conv=se is true. It should be noted, however, that the method used in
proof (b) not only les@s to the conclusion of theorem 3‘ bti also gives
a mathematical proof of the statement concerning this prop~~ of the
reflection of a centered simple wave. The reader wtll recognize this
fact easily sfter a brief inspection of the results of lemuas 2 and 3.
l
51nparticular, when k(u) is conttiuous ti U2 ~ a S al.
—.-.. —____ _________ _____ .— ---
. ..— —z . . -. ---
I
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REFIJW’ITIOIiOF A SIMPLE WAVX AIONG A FREE
Consider a uniform sup~sonic
and a parallel free streamline X“A
Y
+
flOW bounded by a
(sketch 4). T&
x“ A
o“
\ z
Sketch 4
the corn= X ‘OZ. A cent=ed s3mple wave follows the
straight wall X‘O
flow turns Wound
uniform flow. As
a result, the free stresmltie is bent down and the initial expsnsion
wave is reflected as a compression wave. It is desired to give a
mathematical solution of this probla and to find the function ~ in
the region of reflection AZC as function of u and G.
This region is mappd into the AEC triangle of the corresponding
hodograph plane
conditions must
and, dOIlg ~,
The
the
the
was
e~; AB and AC
be satisfied:
sre two chsxacteristics. The follotig
Along AC,
*.1
[1
1/4
k(uo)
~= h(a)= ~
last vslue was obixhml in the section “Gen=al Equations”; U. is
value of u corresponding to the given
special case 00 = O; in this case * =
w = O along the characteristics. The
pointed out previously (refs. 3 d 5).
Untiorm incoming flow. Notice
1 along the sonic line u = O
importsmce of such a solution
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L.
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An expression for the solution of this problem will be given first.
If
-’[-l ‘“2<”0)(24)
the integration of eqyations (14) being csrried out along a line
Ire(a)= c where c is a small positive constant, tha ~ is a solu-
tion of equation (8); when u = ao, ~= OfOre>Otiw=l
for f3< O; when u = U2, ~ = O for every value of e. Moreover, it
was shown (refs. 6 and 7) that w is identically O for any point of
the strip a2$a~ao lying on the right side of the charactwistic ABB’
(sketch 5) and the asymptotic behavior of the titegrsnd h the Fouri=
u
‘1
—
—
/
c e—- ——.—K –
/B
‘2
.— L:_____— ..—
B’ I
Sketch 5
integral.shows immediately that w admits a jump equal to -h(a) along
this chmacteristic ABB’. Thus, provided that a2 is lower than the
value UB of u in B, ~ is identically equal to v in the region AI?C
where the solution is to be found. Aresul.t very similar to formula (19)
of theorem 2 could be formuJ-a.t@,relating this solution ~ to Green’s
function of a strip as deftied in reference 6. The introduction of the
srbitrary quanti~ U2 is, in some sense, quite artificial. Such sm
introduction has been found necesssxy wh= k(u) ‘is defin~ only for
a > -am, ~ being a positive qusntity, as is the case for the usual ~
ideal gas tith constsnt specific heats. Wha the equation of state is
such that k(a) is m increasing function deftied for every negative
value of a, it is possible to consider, instead of equation (24), the
solution
.
— ——- —-—..—.——-
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[ 1$ = F-l (2iItc4 ‘~l(u, UO)a) (25)
wh=e HI is the solution of equation (15) eqti to 1 for u = U. which,
for a = h’ and a’ positive, is real and tends toward O when u tends
toward -00. (For a discussion of the existence and properties of such a
function HI, see ref. 9.) Ihfact, in every finite domain ~ is the
limit of p when a2*-oo.
Now the relation between the qualitative properties of such a flow
and the msxhnum theora of a Tricomi problmraains to be emphasized.
For brevity, only the case a. = O is consid~ed in the following dis-
cussion. Assume first that the equation of state of the fluid and the
~ angle X’OZ sre such that no limithg line appears tithe region ABC
where the reflection takes place. Accordingto equation (23), k(a) is
such that the following prop- A is satisfied for some a such that
a< cr(B).
prop~ty A: me solution of equation (8) equals I along the seg-
ment MN (sketch 6) of the e-axis and O slong the arc of the charact~is-
tic MP
inside
~ vsxies”monotonically along any tic of a characteristicdrawn
MNP, provided as a(P) <O, a being a negative constant.
a]
tQ
IP
Sketch 6
.
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Now it WaS
theorem for the
solution * of
Oon MP and are
the half Plane
shown6 in reference 3 that from proper~ A a maximm
‘llricamiproblan can be derived: If the values of a
equation (8), deftied in the damiti MQNPM, are equsl to
bounded in modulus by K along the &rc Mm drawn in
u >0 (sketch 6), then I*I < K inside the domain MQNPM,
provided a ~ u(P).
‘Ihus,a relation is established between the velocilzYfor which a
limiting line appears in the flow and the range of validi~ of the msx-
imum theorem. Recently, @non, Nirmh=g, and Prottew (ref. 4) have
found sufficient conditions for the validity of property A. They proved
that, if k(a) is an increasing function,7 prop- A is valid with
a = ao, a. being the largest negative root of the equaticm
‘(u) =kkd’’la.=o~-a. ‘Wtbe-= - H ‘(a)>oo
Thus, t&s result ~ives the folkwing information for the flow consider=
in sketch k: 5e velocity for which a limiting line ~ occur is greater
than the value of the velocity corresponding to u = ~. In other words,
if ~ is the value ofL a which corresponds to the first occurrence
of a limiting line in the flow (when U. = O), then ~ ~ a.. The
question whether ~ is effectively equal to a. or less than ~ is
still open. E? the equality holds, them this gives a very shple way
to compute the veloci~ at which the limiting line occurs. If not, a in
proper~ A can be chosen equal to ~, which means that the range of
vslidi~ of the maximum theorem as derived from reference k may be e&ended.
CORRESPONDING RESULTS IN THEORY OF FOSITTYE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS
The relations between the results obtained h the precedtig sections
and mathematical theory of positive definite functions will now be pointed
out. For the properties of such functions and for a bibliography of this
topic, see refmence 10.
6’I!heproof was given for the Tricomi equation but can be extended
itmnediatelyto the case wldch is considmed here.
7T0 be specific, it is ass- here that k(a) = m(u) ‘with c(u)
.
a continuous positive function, twice continuously clifferentiable. 5us,
e(u) is a positive function for sufficientl.ysmalL values of u.
.. -,. —.— -— --- -—-—— ————
____. ———.—
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A continuous
positive definite
function f(x)
if, whatev= be
complex nunib~s 21 . . . Zz, the
defined for every
the real numbers
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real value of x is
X1. ..xz ad the
following inequality holds:
x
Jjk ‘(xj - %)zj% >0
This definition was gen=al.ized by Schwartz (ref. 8), who has giveh
the definition of a positive definite distribution. Tm tkis theory the
fundamental theorem is Eochnm’s theorem which, as genffalizd by
Schwartz,9 states that a distribtiion is positive definite if and only
if its Fouri= -transformis a nonnegative measure.
Now it is clear that theorem 3 gives rise imedia.tely to a theorem
which can be formulated as follows:
Theorem4: Consider the diff~ential equation
qz + #p(z)u = o (26)
where p(z) is a nondecreasing function of z h the titerval
Zlsz 5 Z2. Choose a such that Z1 ~a~z2 and considm the solu-
tions Da (z,~) and Sa(z,13) of equation (26) which satisfy the conditions
Da(a,~) = 1
S(a,a) = O
& S(a,a) =1
T5en, for ev~ value of z such that a ~ z ~ Z2, Da * Sa, m
functions of the real variable P, are positive definite.
Sbdlsrly, using the.resul.tsof the section “Reflection of a Shple
Wave Along a l?reeStreamline,” the fold-owingtheorem can be daived:
‘schwar-tjz:s extension of the Fourier transform is used here.
NACA TN 3299
~eora 5: If p(z) is a positive, nondecreasing
the solution
equation (26) which is equal to 1 for “z= a and which
23.
function’such
%(v) of
tends toward O
when ~ has an argment equal to fi/2 and z tends toward infinity is,
as a function of the real variable ~, a positive definite function for
any fixed value of z great= than a.
Applications of these two theoreus can be written immediately for
the special.examples of equation (26) considerd h reference 9.
Rrown lkliversity,
Providence, R. I., Sept*er20, 19’j4.
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